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September 2017

President’s Report
by Anna Osborne

The year is moving quickly indeed. Our AGM at the end of October is organized and as you are
probably aware, we have decided to conduct a vote regarding QCA becoming a PACFA Branch
to enable all members to have their voices heard. Laurie Kay our Membership and Marketing
Officer has prepared an excellent information pack and we intend to have a Zoom forum for
members to ask questions on 12 September at 6pm, details will be on the website. This is an
opportunity to have your say however the vote at the AGM will of course decide the outcome.
Whatever the outcome no haste is envisaged as QCA is a viable, strong vibrant organization.
Several MC members will be available to answer questions and then email questions will be
answered up until the AGM and posted on the website.
Counselling has become a popular profession however we still grapple with our professional
profile in the wider community and I believe that PACFA is pivotal in representing our profession
nationally, hence we intend to maintain strong ties with PACFA. Mental Health Networks in
regions, Employee Assistance Providers and NDIS, are all areas where we can make inroads
immediately, whilst private health funds and major employers hopefully will follow. PACFA has
recently approached several large employers to amend their employment advertisements to
include our qualified members.
Diana Domenech, our Contact Editor, has kindly assisted us to improve our website and
streamline functions. It may be that next year members renew directly with QCA rather than
through the PACFA portal. The recent glitch in some renewals for PACFA/QCA members was
regrettable and very inconvenient but has given us good reason to streamline and accumulate
our own members data into the future.
Florence Ee our Vice President is working on solutions to technology-based issues including PD
events online and our energetic PD Sub-committee led by Paul Bailey, have pioneered new ways
to present events to reach all members city and regional to better service our members.
Paul Neumann our Registrar has written an explanatory paper on current Supervision
requirements and if anyone has difficulty with supervision hours please contact Paul and he will
be able to make individual case decisions if required for special circumstances. Details are all
available on the QCA website.
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Registrar’s Rundown
Meeting QCA Supervision
Requirements for Membership
by Paul Neumann
During our renewal process this year it became apparent that a number of members may not be
familiar with all the QCA supervision requirements for renewal of membership.

Why is Supervision Important?

Clinical supervision is regarded as a professional activity to ensure that practitioners keep abreast
of techniques in their chosen approaches and that they have the opportunity to discuss difficult
client issues and counselling processes (such as transference) with an independent mentor. It is
primarily a professional exchange designed to support the counsellor’s emotional wellbeing and
encourage self-awareness and ongoing professional development. It supports clients indirectly
through highlighting counsellor awareness of ethics and it builds new possibilities for practice by
providing a forum for the discussion of what is otherwise confidential material.
For these reasons QCA requires that all members have a minimum amount of supervision each
year.

Annual Supervision Requirement

Annual requirement for renewal purposes for Associate, Provisional and Clinical Members (as
required by PACFA) are:
•
•
•

10 hours of formal supervision linked to practice in the previous 12 months.
Where a practitioner has accrued over 400 client practice hours per annum, they must have
undertaken 15 hours of formal supervision linked to their practice in the previous 12 months.
Where a practitioner has accrued up to 400 client practice hours per annum, they must have
undertaken 10 hours of formal supervision linked to their practice in the previous 12 months.

Supervision may, for the purpose of renewal, take the form of a mix of individual and small
group (up to six members) sessions. It is strongly recommended that practitioners with a full
practice seek additional hours of supervision proportional to the client practice hours they accrue.
Peer supervision will only be accepted for those members who have been listed as Clinical
Members with QCA continuously for at least 5 years prior to the commencement of peer
supervision. Clinical Members who are eligible to claim Peer Supervision may claim a maximum of
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50% of the required 10 (or 15) hours of supervision as Peer Supervision. Where supervision is not
peer supervision, both individual and group supervision are accepted.
Set out in the table below are QCA minimum requirements and recommendations on the mix of
supervision types available:

Member Level

Individual Supervision

Group Supervision

Peer Supervision

Associate

Required minimum 50%

Required maximum
50%

N/A

Provisional

Required minimum 50%

Required maximum
50%

N/A

Clinical

Recommended minimum
40%

Recommended
maximum 60%

Maximum 50%

Supervisors

*

*

N/A for supervision on
supervision

* Additional 5 hours p.a. of supervision on supervision recommended - can be either individual or
group, but not peer (15 hours total).

We realise that having supervision involves some added expense but as can be seen from the
table above it is possible to defray some of these costs by including a mix of Individual, Group
and Peer supervision (where applicable for Clinical members) in line with the above limits.
We hope that this explanation helps to clarify QCA’s requirements and provides some hints on
how to achieve them.
~ Paul Neumann

Please refer to the June 2017 issue of Contact for Paul’s full
breakdown of QCA’s Annual CPD Requirements or online at
qca.asn.au/member-area/professional-development/
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Jealousy
by Anna Osborne
Irish writer Elizabeth Bowen once wrote, "Jealousy is no
more than feeling alone against smiling enemies." This
statement sets a scene in our minds of what jealousy feels
like. Others are happy, joyful or mocking, while we are left
alone to look like a fool.
I recently counselled a client who had experienced uncontrollable jealousy. He said that no
amount of rational thinking or calming states could rid him of his jealousy toward his partner,
currently living in another country. Snapchat, which I have never used, was his enemy. Everything
his partner posted he could see including her chats with other males, this intense jealousy made
him seek counselling.
Jealousy took on a wicked presence where he could not sleep and constantly pictured his partner
with other males. The ease and accessibility of technology now breeds even more
distrust between couples. Email, Facebook, Snapchat, Instagram and text messaging can be a
great platform for forging new connections. However, as communication channels open, the
green wave of jealousy is apparently being fed.
Hupka 1991, found that anger and jealousy are part of our genetic heritage and states “we must
however have learned to value romantic relationships” (p254). Further that the animal within can
be controlled or allowed to react. This reaction may in fact be a learned behavior rather than
instinctual, and males tended to feel jealousy more acutely than females.
Hence jealousy it seems, to some extent is a natural, instinctive emotion that everyone
experiences at one point or another. Like anger it needs to be controlled rather than letting it
control you. Hupka, 1991, proposes that Jealousy:
•
•
•
•
•

Like anger, often masks other feelings and attitudes that are even more hurtful to us.
Reveals deep-seated feelings of possessiveness, insecurity or shame.
Being “Heart -broken” isn't the threat itself, but perhaps a drive we have within us to berate
ourselves with self-critical thoughts.
Often ends in Domestic Violence.
Is often a Cultural norm of possession which may feed into this intense need to possess your
partner as if they were an object.

The thoughts we have when we feel jealous or the criticisms toward a perceived third-party
threat, seem to often be critical thoughts toward ourselves. Thoughts like, "What does she see in
him?" may become “He is so much more handsome/thinner/ smarter/more successful than me".
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My clients often say that when their worst fears materialize and they find their partner has had an
affair, they often react by directing the anger toward themselves for being foolish, too trusting
and/or unlovable. Moving forward their level of trust is heightened and they tend to become less
accepting and more wary in future relationships.
This internal voice may have formed from negative experiences clients had as children.
Witnessing destructive interpersonal relationship, being made to feel bad about ourselves by a
significant parental figure, or witnessing Domestic Violence, may result in these feelings being
internalized. If we felt insignificant and unlovable, it is likely we have carried this insecurity with us
into adulthood and need constant reassurance that we “are good enough”.
Exploring where these feeling of insecurity come from puts the focus back onto us, not our
partners. We cannot change others, although we may wish to, we can only change ourselves. Our
perceptions of our own value will usually determine how we react to some partners apparent
infidelity and will allow rational thinking like “if they would be happier with someone else maybe
that is better for them” or “if someone is not committed to me do I want them in my life”?
Jealousy maybe a normal reaction but it can be mastered. My client over the period of several
sessions explored his jealous reactions and cognitive strategies evolved, such as:
• Reframing the information he had received.
• Rational thinking about the source of his information.
• Dealing with his own insecurities and realizing they may have been learned as a child
witnessing Domestic Violence.
• Learning that he “was good enough” and if one woman did not appreciate this then another
woman would.
References
Hupka R.B. (1991). The motive for the arousal of romantic jealousy: Its cultural origin. In Salovey
P., (Ed.). The psychology of jealousy and envy (pp. 252–270). New York: Guilford Press
~ Anna Osborne
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Part A

Informed consent in counselling
by Nathan Beel
The concept of consent is an integral principle in ethical counselling practice. Consent affords
protection and respect of the client’s right to exercise their autonomy and a safeguard for
boundaries. Informed consent means that clients have sufficient information from which to make
key decisions as it pertains to their therapy.
The QCA code of ethics (QCA, nd) addresses client consent in two areas. The first relates to
entering into a counselling contract. Counsellors are expected to clearly delineate the parameters
of the service being offered including length, process, and financial costs. Counsellors typically
provide information about the limitations of confidentiality as part of this contract. The
information about the service may be provided in written and/or verbal formats. Counsellors have
a moral obligation to ensure clients understand sufficient information from which to base their
decision about whether to engage in treatment.
The second area where QCA’s code of ethics mentions consent is in relation to client privacy.
Counsellors are required to seek client consent before client sessions, recordings, or identifiable
information is shared with others. The exception to this is in exceptional circumstances whereby
the counsellor might break confidentiality for a greater good, such as protecting others from
harm.
In modern agencies, intake paperwork can be lengthy (particularly the terms of service section),
and clients may be asked to sign an agreement document after reviewing the terms of service.
The longer the length of detail can increase the risk of the clients glancing at it without taking the
time to read and comprehend the detail. Key details may be buried in the fine print to the
potential detriment of the client.
Some counsellors may not sufficiently orient the client to the nature of the service and limitations
of confidentiality. The result is that sometimes clients may have insufficient information from which
to provide informed consent, even though they indicate agreement to engage with the service.
This situation becomes problematic, for example, if the client assumes that confidentiality is
unconditional and finds out too late that it is not. The counsellor could be forgiven for assuming
the client should have studied the documentation before signing it. However from the client
perspective, such a situation whereby they were not expecting their therapy information to be
shared with a third party (e.g. for a risk situation) would amount to a betrayal of trust. There is a
degree of moral responsibility on the counsellor to ensure the client has sufficient understanding
from which to engage in treatment. This often means the counsellor providing verbal explanation
in addition to the written information, and double-checking the client understands the key
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information. If the clients do not sufficiently understand, then they have not given the counsellor
informed consent irrespective of their signatures on the intake documentation.
Service review questions:
•
What information does our service currently provide clients?
•
How does our service communicate this information to clients? (E.g. brochure, intake
paperwork, YouTube clip, website, counsellor)
•
Is the information provided accessible, clear, and concise?
•
How does our service ensure clients understand the key information prior to treatment
commencement? Whose responsibility is this?
•
Is the information sufficient? Are there any areas that clients are not informed about that
they may have an interest to know? (E.g. are they informed at any point we may discuss their
case with a supervisor?)
If in the review you identify areas for improvement, discuss with your service manager or clinical
supervisor about how to address them.
This part A has discussed informed consent primarily in relation to the initial contract for service.
Part B of this article will discuss the nature of client consent after therapy has started.
References
QCA. (nd). Code of Ethics. Retrieved from http://qca.asn.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/codeof-ethics.pdf
~ Nathan Beel

The new look QCA website was launched at
the end of September. Take a look at our new
Blog (under News), stay up-to-date with Events
and much, much more.

Visit us online at qca.asn.au
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Membership Roundup

Welcome to new and returning
members
QCA welcomes the following new members and extends warm congratulations to members who
have upgraded. We look forward to seeing you at QCA functions.
Clinical

Jacinta Amies, Janette Bauer, Alicia Falzon, Fiona Herrington, Alison
Keane, Alan Richardson, Milica Semiz-Savicevic, Paul Toon, Jillian White

Provisional

Julie Evans, David Ferguson, John Manteit

Associate

Karen O’Hanlon

Affiliate

Madonna Corboy, Alexandra Cox, Ruth Kean, Robert Mundy

Student

Michelle Aldridge, Helen Brasington, Teresa Riley, Jasmine Van Twest

QCA September 2017

We wish to thank
Relationships Australia
at Spring Hill for generously allowing QCA
to use their rooms for training and
Professional Development Meetings.

Fam
RReRedefinCHILDREN IN FAMILY THERAPY
Workshop Details

Susan Prince
Susan Prince is a Child & Family
Therapist with over fifteen years
professional experience.
Susan
holds a Bachelor of Social Work
and a Master of Social Work, specialising in child and family therapy, both from the University of
Queensland.
Susan has also completed additional training specific to therapy with
children and adolescents.
The
completion of this training sees
Susan uniquely positioned to provide both individual psychotherapy
to children and adolescents, using
effective contemporary approaches which address many of the
problems of childhood, while also
attending to the therapeutic needs
of others within the family system.
This may include working with individual adults, couples and family
groups.
Prior to entering private practice,
Susan working in public settings,
providing therapeutic services to
children, adolescents and their
families. These included child protection services, and both statutory
and non-government tertiary intervention services, working with
both children and adults. She as
since gained extensive experience
in community-based child and family therapy. Susan is also experienced in developing and facilitating group programs for children
and parents and has presented
various conferences papers relating to her work.

Friday 3rd November, 2017
Venue:
Times:
Cost:

Mantra, Spring Hill
8.15am—5.00pm (Certificate for 8 hours
professional development is provided).
$330 (inc. GST); includes tea & coffee on arrival,
morning tea, lunch and afternoon tea.

Registration closes 13th October, 2017.

About the workshop
Problems presenting in children represent a significant number of cases seen by therapists. This can present some
challenges as to how to helpfully work toward problem resolution and effecting change in the family. To successfully
address problems of childhood, therapists need to have an approach that takes account of the family’s definition of the
problem, informed by systemic thinking that enables us to successfully engage other family members. This small-group
workshop aims to help attendees develop their confidence and ability to respond to children and the problems with which
they present in the context of their family. Using case studies involving a spectrum of child-related concerns, the
workshop will cover the following topics:



Brief history to approaches to treating children, including contributions from child and family therapy, and how the
relationship between these has developed;



How to make use of contemporary, popular approaches to working with children while maintaining a systemic
framework for practice;



Guidelines for making decisions about who to see and when, including the management of complex issues such as
confidentiality and reluctant family members; &



Specific strategies for working with children in families that facilitate the goal of bringing about resolution, rather
than management of the presenting problem

Registration
Secure online registration is available at www.bftc.com.au. Please be sure to select the
relevant workshop from the menu. Payments should be made once your place is confirmed. Payment options include Credit card or direct credit .

E: reception@bftc.com.au | T: 07 3831 0022

Fam
RReRedefinCOUPLES THERAPY
Workshop Details

Dr Joel Cullin
Dr. Joel Cullin is a Social Worker,
family therapist and Director of
Brisbane Family Therapy Clinic
(BFTC). Joel is also an adjunct Senior Lecturer in the School of Nursing, Midwifery and Social Work a
the University of Queensland. He
has taught Family Therapy in the
Master of Counselling Programme
at the University of Queensland
where he also taught Human Development and Child Protection
theory. Joel has taught Family
Therapy by invitation to postgraduate psychology students at James
Cook University. He is a contributor to the professional literature in
family therapy and psychotherapy
and a regular private provider of
training and supervision in the areas of psychotherapy, family therapy , mental health and systemic
thinking about complex problems
and their resolution. Joel is first
and foremost a practitioner and he
conducts over 1500 therapy hours
each year at BFTC.

Friday 24th November, 2017
Venue:
Times:
Cost:

Mantra, Spring Hill
8.15am—5.00pm (Certificate for 8 hours
professional development is provided).
$330 (inc. GST); includes tea & coffee on arrival,
morning tea, lunch and afternoon tea.

Registration closes 3rd November, 2017.

About the workshop
Couple relationship difficulties (and crises) are far from
uncommon, and many couples will seek help from a therapist at
some point in their relationship. It is also the case that many
efforts to assist with a presenting problem associated with a child
or adolescent lead to the emergence of a couple relationship
problem between parents. Couple Therapy is a specialist field, and
while a skilled couple relationship therapist will possess the
knowledge and skills required to provide therapeutic help to
individuals, she or he will also require expertise in the distinct
skills required to help change problematic patterns in
relationships. This one day workshop offers a concise introduction
to some of the most imperative skills required to help couples,
regardless of the nature of their presenting problem.

Registration
Secure online registration is available at www.bftc.com.au. Please be sure to select the
relevant workshop from the menu. Payments should be made once your place is confirmed. Payment options include Credit card or direct credit .

E: reception@bftc.com.au | T: 07 3831 0022

